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Your mom smokes two packs of cigarettes a day.
You have never liked that!

Now you want to do something about it.

You start a company dedicated to "non-smoking".

You have always loved food.

Why not start your own restaurant?
Yes exactly!

Something with food, because people always eat.

You like to travel.
Unfortunately, traveling is expensive.

So you have the idea to start your own travel company.

You have the dream of your own hotel.
How could it be?

Like the Adlon, Four Seasons
or a Backpacker Hostel

or AirBnB . . . 

You have the idea to start your own farm.

How will it look?
With animals or better without them?

How do you see your role?
. . . 

You are a passionate coffee drinker.

Why not start your own café?!
Yes exactly!

With a lot of caffeine to success.
Here we go!
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Your own newspaper?
That's something.

Create your own newspaper with an 
extravagant concept and efficient components.

You care for others.

Take the refugee issue:
65 million people are on the run.

Where do you start?
How do you proceed?

You pay attention to your health
and

have read that the accumulation of heavy metals
in the body is rapidly increasing.

You want to do something against this.

The agricultural land and yields are decreasing.
A possible cause is erosion.

You think:
"This can not be!",

And
You plan to do something against it!

Biodiversity is declining faster and faster.
Some species are already completely extinct - forever.

You do not want to accept this loss of biodiversity.

You start a business with friends.

The fine dust pollution is increasing more and more. 

Together with your friends you want to solve this problem.
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There is more and more poverty among the elderly people.
For example Old people have to collect bottles

to supplement their pension.

This breaks your heart
and

you do something about it.

There are more and more chemical residues in food.

You do not want to accept this anymore.

Do something about it.
Start a company!


